Privacy Policy
Use of Cookies
UDG München is dedicated to generate value for our customers. To measure the effectiveness of
our work, we are using a technology based on cookies. These cookies are mainly served by our
adservers but also technology of partners is used. Cookies are small text files that are saved in a
browser.
We use cookies to save information on what kind of ads on which websites where clicked. Based on
this information we are able to attribute our partners a commission for providing us with the ad
space on their websites. If you click an advertising link for one of our clients on one of our partner
websites and later buy something at the online store of our client, we can pay the website a
commission based on the information in the cookie. In this process no personally identifiable
information is used.
Our cookies are only valid for a limited time (typically 30-90 days) and are deleted automatically
after this period. Cookies in general do not pose a security thread of any kind for your computer or
your data. All data we save in our cookies is anonymous and will not passed on to third parties.
If you do not wish to have cookies stored on your computer you can always deactivate this
functionality in the settings of your browser. However, please keep in mind that some websites
require cookies to work correctly. Disabling also prevents us to attribute commissions to the
websites you have visited. In running an attractive and up-to date website substantial costs need to
be covered by the website owner, so income from advertising is crucial for many small and medium
sized websites. By disabling cookies these website owners are denied this income.

Cookies used by UDG München
The majority of our cookies is served by a server named a.nonstoppartner.net which is our main
ad-server. In certain cases cookies might also be served by servers named
banner.nonstoppartner.net or banner.nonstoppartner.de which are legacy systems we plan to
phase out in the future.
You can block cookies from our ad-servers by adding the domains mentioned to the list of blocked
domains in the cookie settings of your browser.

